
4. Distinguished 3. Proficient 2. Apprentice 1. Novice

Oral
Presentation-
Enthusiasm:
Shows
excitement
about topic

Was
enthusiastic
throughout
presentation.

Showed
enthusiasm for
most of the
presentation.

Showed some
enthusiasm
about the
topic.

Showed no
enthusiasm
about the
topic.

Content-
Amount of
Information:
On topic and
length

Work showed
understanding
of the topic.
Content
clearly
answered all
project
questions.

Work had
content that
answered
questions
about the
topic.

Work was
about the
topic and had
content that
answered the
questions.

Work was not
about the
topic.
Sentences
were short and
did not answer
the questions.

Planning-
Research &
Notes:
Quality and
quantity

Turned in fact
sheet. Notes
are clear,
organized,
and complete.

Turned in fact
sheet. Notes
were
organized and
complete.

Turned in fact
sheet. Notes
were not
complete.

Turned in fact
sheet.
Notes were
not clear or
missing.

Teamwork-
Cooperation:
Listens, shares
ideas and
work, supports
team

Was a team
player. Always
listened
carefully to
what others
said. Shared
ideas and
resources.
Finished own
work on time
and helped
other team
members.

Was a team
player. Did
own work and
helped other
team
members.
Listened to
team
members and
shared own
ideas and
resources.

Was not
always a team
player. Did not
always listen to
team
members or
share ideas
and resources.
Did own work
but did not
help other
team
members.

Did not act as
a team player.
Did not listen
to others. Did
not share
ideas or
resources. Did
not help other
team
members.
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Design-Layout
and
Organization:
Organized
and easy to
read

Content was
well organized
with headings
and
subheadings.
Text and
graphics were
neatly
organized and
made the
project easy to
read.

Project was
organized with
headings and
subheadings.
Text and
graphics were
placed to
make the
project easy to
read.

Most of the
project was
organized. The
placement of
text and
graphics
sometimes
made the
project hard
to read.

Project was
hard to read.
There is no
clear structure.
Text and
graphics were
randomly
placed.
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____ I will act excited about my topic.

____ My work has content that answers topic questions.

____ I have notes that support my research.

____ I cooperated with my team by listening, sharing ideas, and helping
other team members.

____ Project has information that is organized and easy to read.
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